Abstract-Although 3-D printing or additive manufacturing (AM) holds great promise as a direct manufacturing technology, the geometric accuracy of AM built products remains a critical issue, especially for freeform products with complex geometric shapes. Efforts have long been attempted to improve the accuracy of AM built freeform products. But there is a lack of generic and prescriptive methodology transparent to specific designs and AM processes. This paper fills the gap by establishing the methodology to predict and compensate the in-plane (x − y plane) geometric deformation of AM built freeform products based on a limited number of simple trial shapes. Built upon our previous predictive model and optimal compensation study for the cylinder and polyhedron shapes, this paper makes a breakthrough by directly controlling arbitrary freeform shape deformation from computer-aided design. Experimental investigation using stereolithography process successfully validates the proposed prescriptive modeling and compensation methodology. This paper provides the prospect of proactively improving printing accuracy of arbitrary products built by a variety of AM processes.
or drilling, AM adds material layer by layer directly following the computer-aided design (CAD). This provides great convenience to directly build geometrically complex products without tooling and fixturing costs [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Although AM has evolved from rapid prototyping to product manufacturing in the past 30 years, significant barriers exist for wider adoption of AM as a direct manufacturing technology. The bulk of current AM research is devoted to the novel development of CAD and process planning methods, finiteelement modeling (FEM), materials, processes, and machines suitable for AM [8] . Despite that predictive model-based process control has been identified as a critical barrier, there is a dearth of research in improving dimensional quality for AM [8] , [9] .
Achieving high and consistent geometric accuracy in AM is a challenging task. As opposed to rapid prototyping, direct manufacturing requires fabricating interchangeable parts that can be directly assembled without postprocessing, such as machining. However, AM processes have unique properties of shape complexity, material phase-changing, nonuniform and nonlinear shape shrinkage, and interlayer bonding. Postprocessing with machine tools is, in many cases, still required to meet design specifications, significantly negating the time and cost benefits of direct digital manufacturing.
Part shape deformation due to material shrinkage has long been studied, e.g., in casting and injection molding processes. In the following, we summarize strategies and methods that have been developed to prescale design parts for shape deformation compensation in AM.
• Machine Calibration Through Building Test Parts: Similar to the calibration of computer numeric control (CNC) machines, the AM machine accuracy along the x-, y-, and z-directions is calibrated through building test cases [10] [11] [12] . AM process settings, such as layer thickness or hatch spacing, are optimized through designed experiments [13] , [14] . The dimensional accuracy of AM products is anticipated to be ensured during full production. However, the position of AM light or laser exposure does not play the same dominant role as the tool tip position of CNC machines. Part geometry and shape, process planning, materials, and processing techniques jointly have complex effects on the profile accuracy. The calibration of the AM machine is therefore mostly limited to the scope of a family of products, specific types of material and machine, and process planning methods.
• Part Geometry Calibration Through Extensive Trial Build: Besides machine calibration, another strategy is to apply either a shrinkage compensation factor uniformly to an entire product or different factors to the CAD design for each section of a product [5] . However, it is time-consuming to establish a library of compensation factors for all part shapes and materials. The library is therefore often not inclusive. In addition, the interactions between different shapes or sections are not considered in this approach. Our study in [15] shows that the strategy of applying sectionwise compensation may have detrimental effects on the overall shape due to "carryover effects" or the interference between adjacent sections.
• Simulation Study Based on the First Principles:
Theoretical models for predicting shrinkage could potentially reduce experimental efforts. Models have been developed, e.g., in the powder sintering process [16] [17] [18] and metal injection molding [19] . Although numerical FEM simulation can theoretically be used to predict AM process outcomes, such as the impact of shrinkage compensation, modeling of 3-D deformations, and distortions in the layer-to-layer, AM processes are still rather complicated for FEM. Improving part accuracy-based purely on such simulation approaches is far from being effective [8] . The aforementioned experimental calibration strategies and first-principle-based simulation analysis both aim to control part deformation through process design. However, these strategies are more suitable for accuracy control of products similar to test parts. To effectively control geometric deformation of new and untried product shapes, a prescriptive modeling approach, in addition to predictive modeling, is in need to predict quality beyond the experimental scope of test shapes. In this paper, prescriptive modeling means the prediction of product deformation for new and untried categories of shapes, while traditional predictive modeling usually makes prediction within its experimental categories.
Huang et al. [9] , [21] , [23] , Sabbaghi et al. [15] , Xu et al. [20] , and Wang et al. [22] intend to develop a new prescriptive modeling strategy with the ability of learning from a limited number of tested shapes and deriving compensation plans for new and untried products. This new alternative strategy is motivated by the fact that AM has to build products with huge varieties and limited quantities. It is desirable to establish a methodology independent of shape complexity and specific AM processes. Huang et al. [9] first establish a generic and physically consistent approach to model and predict in-plane (x − y plane) shape deformation along product boundary and derive optimal compensation plans. The essence of this new modeling approach is to decouple the geometric shape complexity from the deformation modeling by transforming in-plane geometric errors from the Cartesian coordinate system into a functional profile defined in the polar coordinate system (PCS).
Huang et al. [21] extend the work in [9] from cylindrical shape to polyhedrons. As shown in Fig. 1 , the key idea of connecting the cylindrical-shaped model to polyhedron models is to treat an in-plane polygon as being cut from its circumcircle. The so-called cookie-cutter function is Fig. 1 . Modeling extension from cylinder [9] and polyhedron [21] to freeform (this paper).
added to the cylindrical basis model in order to carve out the polygon shape from a circumcircle. The cookie-cutter function is proposed to be a periodic waveform in which the amplitude alternates at a steady frequency between fixed minimum and maximum values. Two cookie-cutter functions, i.e., square-wave model and sawtooth-wave model, have been adopted in [21] , where experiments have shown that the in-plane deformation can be significantly reduced for both the cylinder and polyhedron shapes by implementing the generic optimal compensation algorithm developed in [9] .
However, the ultimate breakthrough is to extend the methodology from cylinder and polyhedron to freeform shapes. Research on solid freeform fabrication [24] has been focusing more on design, process planning, FEM, materials, processes, and machines. For instance, the work in [25] proposes a feature-based design approach for modeling complex components with local composition control. To ensure geometric accuracy of freeform products, an algorithm is developed to calculate the correct amount of droplets along the boundary and the amount of proportional deflections. The work in [26] puts forward a closed-loop feedback control strategy to improve geometric quality by making real-time decision regarding droplet scale and locations of subsequent droplets. Yet these methods are more or less dependent on specific geometric shapes and processes.
The goal of this paper is to achieve a breakthrough in predicting geometric accuracy of freeform products with a prescriptive learning strategy independent of geometric and process complexities. We aim to extend our previous methodology from the cylindrical and polyhedron shapes to arbitrary freeform shapes (as shown in Fig. 1) .
Following Section I, Section II formulates two plausible strategies to make methodology extension from the cylindrical and polyhedron shapes to arbitrary freeform shapes. Section III evaluates the two proposed strategies through experimentation and analysis. The detailed methodology development based on the selected strategy is presented in Section IV. Experimental validation of the developed methodology and the optimal compensation are also given in Section IV. The conclusion is summarized in Section V.
II. TWO PLAUSIBLE STRATEGIES FOR PRESCRIPTIVE METHODOLOGY EXTENSION TO FREEFORM SHAPES
The first challenging issue for methodology extension to freeform shapes is the functional representation of the in-plane geometric shape error for arbitrary shapes. A closed-form representation is essential for implementing the optimal compensation policy derived in [9] . In the following, we discuss the formulation of two possible strategies for representing the in-plane error of freeform products. These two strategies will be evaluated in detail in Section III.
A. Strategy A: Polygon Approximation With Local Compensation
One observation is that any in-plane 2-D freeform shape can be approximated by a polygon (Fig. 2 ). Since we have predictive in-plane shape deformation models established for the cylindrical and polyhedron shapes [9] , [15] , [21] , [22] , one intuitive idea is therefore to approximate an arbitrary freeform shape by a polygon first and then improve the shape deformation model of that polygon by compensation. This line of thinking results in the first strategy: polygon approximation with local compensation (PALC).
Denote the in-plane error model for the fitted polygon as f (θ, r (θ )) defined in the PCS (different polygonal approximation approaches will be discussed shortly). At angle θ , the approximation error is denoted as x(θ ), which is the amount of compensation to be applied to improve prediction. The predictive in-plane shape deformation model for the freeform can thus be derived as f (θ, r (θ ) + x(θ )). In this way, the previous in-plane deformation modeling for polyhedrons can be extended to arbitrary freeform shapes.
B. Strategy B: Circular Approximation With Selective Cornering
An alternative strategy, which is not that intuitive, is based on the observation that any in-plane 2-D freeform shape can be approximated by the addition of a series of sectors with different radii (Fig. 3) . To accommodate the potential sharp transitions or corners between adjacent sectors, we properly select corners and impose a cookie-cutter function proposed in [21] to the cylindrical base functions. This second strategy is called circular approximation with selective cornering (CASC).
The first step of CASC strategy is to obtain a series of sectors with different r i (θ i ) values at θ i values in the PCS (Fig. 3) . A natural approach to derive r i (θ i ) is to fit a polygon with a large number of sides to the freeform shape. The deformation of each sector can be predicted by g(θ i , r i (θ i )), a modification of the cylindrical base model in [9] as a section of a circle (see details in Section IV).
The second step of CASC is to properly select corners to catch the transition points along the boundary of the freeform shape. The good approximation in step 1 of CASC results in a large number of sectors. Yet the sharp transition points along the freeform can be less than the number of sectors. We will present a method to design the cookie-cutter function to catch the transition points from the CAD design. Therefore, the two-step CASC strategy presents another path to predict the in-plane shape deformation of a freeform product.
C. Related Approaches of Polygon Approximation to Freeform and Method Selection
It can be seen that the polygon approximation to an in-plane freeform shape is an important step in both strategies. The related research has been widely reported in image processing, computer vision, and pattern reorganization with methods classified into three groups: 1) split-based approaches [27] , [28] ; 2) merge-based approaches [29] , [30] ; and 3) dynamic programming-based optimal approximation [31] , [32] . Both the split-based and merge-based approaches demonstrate good approximation of convex and concave freeform. Not a focus of this research, the merge-based approach is chosen for polygon approximation in this paper.
III. STRATEGY EVALUATION AND SELECTION THROUGH EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
To evaluate the two plausible strategies proposed in Section II, we conduct experimental investigation in order to make the final selection.
Our null hypothesis is that the intuitive PALC strategy works better than CASC. If this hypothesis is true, the main deformation pattern of a freeform should be captured by the deformation pattern of a polygon that approximates the freeform (see Fig. 2 ). Otherwise, CASC strategy has to be considered.
To test this hypothesis, we build one freeform product and one polyhedron with its in-plane polygon shape approximating the in-plane freeform shape. As shown in Fig. 4 , the freeform product takes arbitrary shape with "circumcircle" radius being 2 in. Here, the radius of minimum circumcircle that contains a part shape is used to determine its size. Using the merge-based approach, a polygon is generated to approximate the freeform shape. Using the same polygon shape at a smaller size (circumcircle radius = 1 in), a polyhedron is built as well. All test parts have the same thickness of 0.25 in.
It should be noted that the size of the polygon is not a concern to us because our previous studies [21] show that the To facilitate the identification of the orientation of test parts during or after the building process, a nonsymmetric sunk cross with a line thickness of 0.02 in is designed on the top surface. The 3-D CAD models are exported to STereoLithography (STL) format files and then sent to the mask image projection Stereolithography (SLA) (MIP-SLA) machine. The MIP-SLA platform in this experiment is the ULTRA machine from EnvisionTec. Specification of the manufacturing process is shown in Table I .
All test parts are measured using a Micro-Vu precision machine. The same measurement procedure is followed for each test part to reduce errors. For convenience and consistency, the center of the cross is chosen as the origin of measurement coordinate system in the Micro-Vu machine. Boundary profile is fitted using splines in the metrology software associated with the machine. For the two printed parts shown in Fig. 4 , their deformation profiles defined in the PCS are shown as blue solid lines in Fig. 5 .
Comparing these two deformation profiles, their basic deformation patterns show significant discrepancies in two aspects: 1) the trends of deformation profiles do not match and 2) the polygon deformation profile has more sharp deformation transitions and the positions of sharp changes are inconsistent with its freeform counterpart.
The immediate conclusion from the experimental investigation suggests that our null hypothesis is not true, i.e., the intuitive PALC strategy will not work well. We believe that major reasons causing the discrepancies can be as follows.
• Comparing the two parts in Fig. 4 , the amount of approximation errors vary with location θ . These different levels of approximation accuracy can alter the trend of deformation profile for the approximated polygon.
• Although increasing the number of sides can improve the approximation, a more serious issue is that vertices in approximated polygon and its corresponding freeform do not match. It is unavoidable that a vertex can be identified by the merged-based method at a smooth segment of the freeform. Additionally, chances exist that a line segment passing through a vertex of the freeform can be fitted for the polygon. Both these two reasons lead to vertex mismatch. Therefore, if we directly use the shape deformation model for polygons to represent the major shape deformation pattern of the freeform, large errors can be introduced. Compensation for sharp changes could be introduced at wrong locations and real sharp transitions of the freeform shape may be missed.
Based on experimental result and analysis, CASC is deemed to be more suitable strategy for methodology extension.
IV. PRESCRIPTIVE MODELING OF FREEFORM DEFORMATION THROUGH CIRCULAR APPROXIMATION WITH SELECTIVE CORNERING
The experimental disapproval of PALC strategy raises critical issues for CASC strategy.
1) How to present cylindrical basic function appropriately to capture the correct trend pattern of freeform deformation? 2) How to detect actual vertices or sharp corners in freeform by adding cookie-cutter function?
A. Prescriptive Modeling of Freeform Deformation via CASC
It is worthwhile to first review the predictive model developed in [21] for in-plane polygon shapes. Denote f P (θ, r (θ )) as the deformation profile of a polygon defined in the PCS. It is generally formulated as
where g 1 depicts the deformation profile of cylindrical shapes, g 2 is the cookie-cutter function trimming the cylindrical base, g 3 is the remaining deformation along each side not captured by g 1 and g 2 , and represents the unmodeled term.
Since the PALC strategy of directly applying f P (θ, r (θ ) + x(θ )) to freeform prediction has been invalidated by experiments and analysis, we need to modify the model f P (θ, r (θ )) in (1) so that it is consistent with strategy CASC.
According to CASC (Fig. 3) , a large number of sectors with different radii r i (θ i ) at θ i will be adopted to capture the curvature and trend of freeform deformation profiles. This suggests that, rather than using a single and whole cylinder base, we need to modify g 1 (θ, r (θ )) as a combination of cylindrical bases with each of them only representing a portion or a sector, e.g., g 1 (θ i , r i (θ )) for the i th sector falling between
An example of cylindrical basis model g 1 (θ, r (θ )) has been established for the MIP-SLA process in [9] 
where cos(2θ) term represents the dominant deformation pattern, x 0 is a constant effect of over or under exposure for the MIP-SLA process, which is equivalent to a default compensation x 0 applied to original CAD model. However, as has been mentioned in [21] , the MIP-SLA machine settings were changed after the experimentation in [9] . Experiments on cylinders are therefore conducted again and new deformation profiles clearly show the difference between the deformation of the upper and the lower half of the cylinders. For the upper half (θ = 0 ∼ π) of the product, the cylindrical basis model g 1 (θ, r (θ )) is modified as
For the lower half (θ = π ∼ 2π) of the product, the cylindrical basis model is modified as
Note that superscripts u and l indicate parameters corresponding to the upper and the lower half of the product, respectively.
Following the CASC strategy, the upper cylindrical basis function in (3) is generalized for freeform shapes as: And the lower cylindrical basis function in (4) is generalized for freeform shapes as
where n is the number of sides of the approximated polygon and n u is the number of sides of the upper half polygon (θ from 0 to π). In order to obtain n, n u , and θ i in (5) and (6), we adopt the merge-based approach for polygon approximation. By the linear scanning of a digital curve, merged-based approach uses two thresholds regarding distance and area to determine whether each scanned point is a vertex of the approximated polygon. n is the number of all the selected vertices. When thresholds are small enough, the freeform boundary can be precisely approximated by a polygon with large number of sides (see in Fig. 6 ). θ i can be obtained numerically as one outcome of the approximation procedure. In the approximation procedure, the boundary points are stored as digital coordinates. Therefore, the angle θ i in the PCS could be easily derived once the i th vertex is determined. For large n, the radius of each sector can be approximated by the distance from i th vertex to the origin of circumcircle, which is denoted as r i (θ i ) (as shown in Fig. 3 ). Fig. 6 shows that both the convex and concave freeform shapes can be well approximated.
With the generalized cylindrical basis model, the second issue to be addressed for CASC strategy is the proper determination of vertices or corners with sharp transitions along the boundary of a freeform shape. The cookie-cutter model or g 2 (θ, r (θ )) in (2) is first developed in [21] to capture the sharp transitions of polygon shapes
One example of cookie-cutter functions is the square wave model
where n is the number of sides of a polygon and φ 0 is a phase variable to shift the cutting position in the PCS. The sawtooth cookie-cutter model is another alternative
where x MOD y = remainder of (x/y). These two cookie-cutter functions apply to regular polygons well where the transitions of the square wave or sawtooth wave can be easily identified. For a freeform shape, however, we already point out in Section III that the vertices of the approximated polygons cannot correctly describe the transition points of the freeform boundary. In addition, the fitted polygons from merged-based approach can be irregular in general. We, therefore, have to develop a method to design the cookiecutter function to catch the transition points of the freeform from its CAD design.
Notice that when an interior angle γ i of the fitted polygon (Fig. 3 ) is close to π or |γ i − π| ≤ δ critical , the corresponding i th vertex positioned at θ i is not likely to produce a sharp transition in the deformation profile at location θ i . Since each boundary point is stored as coordinates, the interior angle γ i could be derived accordingly. Here, δ critical is a threshold value, e.g., δ critical is less than (1/6)π from the experimental studies in [21] .
Based on this observation and proposed criterion, only vertices with sharp transitions in the fitted polygon will be selected for the cookie-cutter function to alternate the function amplitude. Let m be the number of selected vertices for the cookie-cutter function with m n (the small circles in Fig. 6 show m vertices finally selected), and the angle of m vertices be: ϑ k , k = 1, 2, . . . , m. Both m and ϑ k are obtained by the polygon approximation procedure. Note that the cookiecutter will only be applied to sectors whose vertices have sharp transitions. Then, the square wave cookie-cutter function of (8) is extended for a freeform shape as
where
is adopted to guarantee that sign(·) changes between −1 and +1 alternatively to build the cookiecutter function.
The sawtooth wave cookie-cutter model in (9) is also extended as
where saw.tooth(θ ) =
n. We still adopt the sawtooth cookie-cutter function proposed in [21] . Note that not all freeform shapes have sharp transitions required for cookie-cutter functions. For example, the freeform in Fig. 6(b) does not contain sharp transition points, and the cookie-cutter function is not needed in prediction.
With the generalized cylindrical basis model and extended cookie-cutter model, the prescriptive learning model f F (θ, r (θ )) for freeform deformation is extended from the polyhedron model in (1) as 
B. Prescriptive Model Estimation Based on Limited Trial Shapes
Model (12) is deemed to be prescriptive if its model parameters can be estimated based on limited number of trial shapes and it can be applied to predict the deformation of a freeform shape given the product CAD design. This section illustrates the model parameter estimation based on six test parts: three cylindrical and three polyhedron shapes in various sizes.
Three cylinders are fabricated with circumcircle radii 0.5, 1.5, and 3 in, respectively. Fig. 7(a) shows their deformation profiles. The maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) of cylindrical basis model is given in Table II , while the predicted cylindrical deformation profiles are shown as smooth lines in Fig. 7(b) . Note that we assume ∼ N(0, σ 2 ) and the initial parameter values for the numerical MLE estimation are chosen as α u = α l = 0.01, a u = a l = 0.5, β u = β l = 0.001, b u = b l = 0.5, and x u 0 = x l 0 = −0.01, which are based on our previous analysis in [9] .
Three regular polyhedrons, that is, a 2 in × 2 in cube, a pentagon with circumcircle radius 1 in, and a pentagon with circumcircle radius 3 in, are fabricated to establish the in-plane polygon model. Fig. 7(b) shows the in-plane shape deformation profiles of these polyhedrons.
Since the polyhedron is regarded as being trimmed from a cylinder, the cylindrical part in polyhedron model should 
C. Prescriptive Model Validation Through Experimentation
The model (12) is obtained by learning from a limited number of tested shapes (cylinders, cubes, and pentagons) in Section IV-B. The model is deemed to be prescriptive if it can predict new and untried products. To validate the prescriptive power of model (12) for arbitrary shapes, we build one convex and one concave freeform shape with circumcircle radius 2 in, which are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 8(a) , respectively. We will compare the prediction of model (12) to the measured shape deformation of two freeform shapes.
To obtain the model prediction of freeform shapes, we first plug the estimated parameters for polyhedron model in Section IV-B into the generalized cylindrical basis model (5) and (6) , and the extended cookie-cutter model (11) . Second, following CASC strategy, the polygon approximation is applied to the freeform CAD models to obtain n, m, θ i , r i γ i , and ϑ k (Fig. 6), i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , m. They are plugged into the extended freeform model to predict the deformation for each sector and then combined together to form the prediction. In merge-based approach, the distance threshold is 3 pixel, the area threshold is 10 pixel. The threshold in catching transition points is δ critical = π/6, which is not a strict constraint. For the convex freeform [ Fig. 4(a) ], the approximated number of sides n = 104, and the number of vertices selected in cookie-cutter function m = 11 [ Fig. 6(a) ], which demonstrates that all the true vertices are founded without mistake. The concave freeform shape [ Fig. 8(a) ] has parameters n = 88 and m = 0 [ Fig. 6(b) ]. The smooth shape has no transition point selected.
The observed deformation profiles of the two freeform parts are shown as the blue solid lines in Figs. 5(a) and 8(b), respectively. The predicted deformation profiles for two freeform shapes using model (12) are represented as red dashed lines in each figure. Considering the limited data used for model fitting and errors involved in freeform shape measurement (e.g., curve registration and boundary approximation in measurement), the prescriptive prediction of model (12) is remarkably close to the measurement. The encouraging result suggests the following.
• Our methodology of predicting in-plane error of AM built product is generic, which can be directly extended from cylinder and polyhedrons to freeform shapes.
• Our methodology has the capability of predicting new and untried products by learning from a limited number of tested shapes. As a result, the in-plane shape deformation profile of any arbitrary freeform can be derived directly from CAD design. This provides a great opportunity to implement the optimal compensation policy established in [9] to improve the geometric accuracy of AM built products.
It should be mentioned that the parameters in Table III are estimated from experimentation with regular polyhedrons, while most of the approximated polygons are irregular. Our model prediction accuracy can be greatly improved if irregular polyhedron data are available for model learning. This indirectly demonstrates the robustness of model (12) .
D. Prescriptive Compensation and Experimental Validation
One direct way to take the advantage of the prescriptive model (12) is to improve printing accuracy by compensating the CAD design model of an arbitrary freeform shape even before fabricating the product. Work in [11] and [12] first put forward the machine parametric error model to evaluate the part dimensional accuracy and model the parametric error functions. The negative values of predicted errors will be added to CAD design directly to compensate the product deformation. Cajal et al. [33] , [34] further extend this error compensation method through employing conical sockets for probe measurement. The compensation strategy, however, is not optimal.
We first establish the optimal compensation policy for 2-D shapes in [9] and 3-D shapes in [23] . Based on the result in [9] , the optimal amount of compensation x * (θ ) for 2-D freeform shape is Therefore, with the freeform model and its input information, the optimal compensation for each approximated sector is calculated and then combined together to achieve the whole compensation plan.
Two new experiments are conducted to fabricate two freeform products by modifying original freeform CAD designs based on model (13) . Fig. 9 compares the deformation profiles of two freeform products before (blue lines) and after (red lines) compensation implemented. We also generate Fig. 10 by removing the sharp spikes in Fig. 9 .
It is clear from these two figures that the whole deformation profiles after compensation are more centering around zero line. Table IV summarizes the compensation performance. The average deformation is reduced nearly 60% and the absolute average deformation is reduced nearly 50%. Therefore, on average, the deformation reduction is remarkable considering the limited data used to predict the complicated freeform shapes.
V. CONCLUSION
Aiming at improving the geometric accuracy of AM built freeform products, this paper makes a breakthrough by establishing a generic and prescriptive methodology to predict the in-plane (x − y plane) shape deformation of arbitrary shapes. Build upon our previous predictive model for the cylinder and polyhedron shapes, we propose CASC strategy to extend the polyhedron model to arbitrary freeform shapes. This strategy essentially approximates a freeform with a series of circular sectors with different radii first and then further improve the approximation by imposing a generalized cookiecutter function. The series of circular sectors are modeled as generalized cylindrical basis functions.
The prescriptive model is estimated/calibrated based on a limited number of trials shapes, including cylinders, cubes, and pentagons. Experimental observations of both the convex and concave freeform shapes match the model prediction well. It demonstrates the prescriptive capability of predicting new and untried products by learning from a limited number of tested shapes. As a result, the in-plane shape deformation profile of any arbitrary freeform can be derived directly from CAD design.
To take the advantage of prescriptive power of the developed model, we apply optimal compensation policy to freeform shapes. The geometric accuracy of compensated freeform products improves by 50% on average. This experimental validation further indicates that the developed prescriptive methodology has the capability of predicting new and untried products by learning from a limited number of tested shapes.
